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0 of 0 review helpful The plot emphasized love faith and commitment and was particularly edifying By Kathryn 
Taylor A wholesome continuation of The War in Heaven The plot emphasized love faith and commitment and was 
particularly edifying Personally I missed the macabre edge of the first book but the characters were solid and the story 
was excellent 0 of 2 review helpful 2nd book bett They battled evil at the gates of Heaven and rediscovered the power 
of faith Now Christopher Jami and Holli Lewis must guard the home front as Archangel Kaym and his minions wage 
war on Earth His victims have been claimed one by one but that is just the beginning of the fallen angel s master plan 
an all out massacre at the high school prom In order to acomplish his terrible deed Kaym focuses on two of the Lewis 
kids schoolmates Derek and Brian Weakened by the From Publishers Weekly This is Beale s second book following 
his debut novel The War in Heaven which is being re released concurrently in a seven book fantasy series aimed at 
young evangelical Christians It is best read as a sequel as important events leadi 
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